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He is best known for being the author of a series of widely-used mathematics textbooks ranging from middle
school through the second year of college. During the years that Ron was growing up, his father was stationed
in several military bases, including Chitose, Hokkaido, Japan and Schofield Barracks, Hawaii. When Mederith
Larson retired from the Army in , he moved with his family to Vancouver, Washington, where he lived until
he died in Harriet Larson died in the fall of Deanna Gilbert was the second child Herbert and Dorothy
Gilbert. Larson is the third generation of Norwegian and Swedish immigrants who left Scandinavia to
homestead in Minnesota in the late s. The surnames and immigration dates of his great-grandparents are
Bangen , Norway , Berg , Norway , Larson , Norway , and Watterburg , Sweden. During the four years from
through , Ron worked full-time, first at a restaurant and then at a grocery store, in Vancouver and Deanna
worked full-time as a secretary at Roberts Motor Company in Portland, Oregon. From to , Larson attended
graduate school at the University of Colorado at Boulder. He also served as a teaching assistant. At the time,
Behrend College was a 2-year branch campus of the university. In , the Board of Trustees of the University
met with the Behrend Advisory Board to announce Behrend College would become the first location outside
University Park with the authority to develop baccalaureate program and confer degrees locally. During his
first several years at the college, Larson was instrumental in developing a mathematics major at the college.
Larson was promoted to associate professor in and professor in Early in his career at Penn State, Larson
started writing manuscripts for textbooks. He completed and submitted three manuscripts for calculus texts in ,
, and Finally, in he and his co-author, Robert P. Hostetler, obtained a contract from D. The first edition of
their calculus book was published in December, During the academic year of â€”84, Larson served as the
acting division head for the Division of Science at Penn State Erie. They are used by several million students
each year in the United States, as well as by students in other countries. One of these awards was for
developing the first completely interactive calculus textbook on-line. The on-line text, titled Interactive
Calculus was posted in Another award was for innovation in page design. Beginning in , Larson has written
all of his mathematics texts to design, so that concepts and examples never break from page to page. The
eighth edition of Calculus won the Benny Award for the best cover in all categories of printing. The middle
school series, Big Ideas Math, won the Texty Award in for excellence in secondary mathematics textbook
publishing. Heath, which was owned by Raytheon. In , Raytheon sold D. Heath to Houghton Miffin. The
cottage had been part of the original estate of Ernst Behrend, founder of Hamermill Paper Company. This
company grew through a sequence of larger offices. In , Larson gave up his sole proprietorship of the
company to form a corporation called Larson Texts, Inc.. In the same year the company purchased
Typographics, a small typesetting firm in Erie, Pennsylvania. Typographics came with a group of employees
who were experienced in design, graphic arts, and composition. In , the company bought and renovated the
former Belle Valley School into a office building. It has over 50 employees, who work in design, composition,
and research The division developed and sold tutorial mathematics software for grades K through 8. Larson,
Ron; Robyn Silbey Larson Learning Larson, Ron His research resulted in the publication of several articles,
mostly dealing with the lattice of topologies. By the mids, however, he switched his writing efforts to
textbooks. Edwards June , July Mathematics Association of America. In , Larson was unable to find a
publisher for a new series for middle school to follow the "Focal Point" recommendations of the National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics.. I had forgotten my high school algebra and trig, and I had to spend my
sophomore year taking those courses over again. That was in June To imagine her thoughts, you have to
remember that I had not even taken a course in freshman calculus. I only knew what she said and what she did.
The week before classes start in the fall, I will give you a test. If you pass, I will let you take your sophomore
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and junior mathematics courses concurrently. By the time you reach your senior year, you will be on track.
But, I had no idea that she had no ideaâ€”and so I took her up on her offer. I read the calculus book, passed the
test, and started taking third-semester calculus and linear algebra in the fall of
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From the Publisher New Features Capstone exercise: The Capstone is a new type of exercise that appears in
every section. The exercise synthesizes the main concepts of the section and presents them in one exercise.
They often contain computational and non-computational parts. These exercises are excellent to work through
in class to present a topic for the first time or in class homework review. Revised exercises based on actual
usage. New exercises abound in the ninth edition of Calculus. Based on analyses of actual student usage data,
the exercise sets have been overhauled to improve user understanding. Many exercises were added, some were
revised, and some were removed. The results are exercise sets that effectively address user learning needs.
Second Order Differential Equations: Added as a new chapter to the multivariable standalone portion of the
book and available online, this new chapter delves into second order differential equations. This will greatly
help engineering and math majors. Additional Features Graded Homework Exercises: Online homework and
tests are evaluated using powerful Maple software to ensure mathematical accuracy. Instructors control point
values, weighting grades, and whether or not an item is graded. An electronic gradebook helps instructors
manage course information easily and can be exported to other files, such as Excel. Many examples
throughout the book are accompanied by CAS Investigations. These are collaborative investigations using a
computer algebra system e. It has been widely praised by a generation of users for its solid and effective
pedagogy that addresses the needs of a broad range of teaching and learning styles and environments. Each
title is just one component in a comprehensive calculus course program that carefully integrates and
coordinates print, media, and technology products for successful teaching and learning. Customer Book
Reviews Kindle Version: Not Ready for Prime Time! I have to say that having a text like this in my Kindle is
a wonderful thing. Frankly, I find it to be a very understandable text. So why one star? The formatting of the
Kindle version. For the function fdefined In this volume, Larson and Edwards have laid out elaborate
examples in terms of how applications of the integral are carried out. Accompanied with WebAssign, the text
information provides three-dimensional modeling such as the highly-enhanced computer graphics that enable
one to see how space is occupied not just in the Cartesian x-y plane but also the surfaces that require x-y-z
coordinates as well as those that entail cylindrical and spherical objects. For instance, in providing examples
of the shell method or the method of disks, the instructor can give students an animated visual of the physical
attributes described. Those engaged can see the apparatus from virtually all angles, including top view, bottom
view, side view, etc. For one from the "old school", this is quite an advancement from the attempted
chalkboard drawings of yesteryear; though often reliable, this learning tool could only be displayed on a
two-dimensional surface, thus leaving too much to the imagination in regard to the remaining dimension
which could not, at the time, be adequately illustrated. Along with the advantages of the computer software,
the exercises contained are numerous and well segued from one mastery level to the next. Having already
taught Calculus from other references, I can argue that the changes from topic to topic or problem to problem
are better transitioned in the 9th edition of Larson and Edwards than they are in other books. One particular
standout is an outlined, shortcut method that might be used for various Integration by Parts exercises and thus
drastically cut down on the number of steps that might otherwise be used, especially where repeated
Integration by Parts is called for. But, to get there you must have guidance. At first, I hated this thing. Coming
from slightly weak algebraic skills killed my understanding of the steps--or lack thereof--this book made.
Now, I want to also make it clear that though this book has examples, the time has come to transition from a
breadth of examples to theorems and corollaries. And like most people I know, that is not a fun transition to
get used to. But, by the end of the book, it ties itself together nicely and leaves you with a very solid
understanding of method and a slight inkling to proof which is most beneficial as you transition through
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Linear Algebra and Differential Equations steadily increasing proof. So yes, the book skips a few steps. But
they are, in majority, redundant. And if you discover the step skipped, I guarantee your abstract thinking will
pay you back in the end! Overall, it is a very good book that has a bitter relationship with those who encounter
it the first time. Larson Edwards By Ec Dayton on Oct 09, If you are looking at this book you probably must
have it for a class but if not I would look elsewhere. The book does not adequately explain things. There are
lots of step by step examples but the explanations are lacking and the text that outlines the procedures could
do a better job. Also it would be helpful if the problems in the sections refered to the appropriate examples in
the begining of the section to help the student along as many other books do. Good luck in Calculus. Good
reviews can only be from those who already know calculus as for a learning tool it is worthless! I am totally
fed up! Each section has the same issues. You read the chapter, practice the examples and begin to work on
the problems. In short order you will be presented with issues that were not covered in the section! I spend an
inordinate amount of time looking for clues! For instance You will be instructed to solve problems with the
power rule and quickly encounter problems that can only be solved with the quotient rule or worse yet the
chain rule that has not been presented yet! Over and over each section has the same issues of impossible
problems that in general are beyond the scope of the material presented in the section!!!! Calculus is not all
that hard to learn but I find this book hopelessly confounds the matter. It may be ok as a refresher for those
who want to brush up skills as the organization is ok. But as a stand alone text for Calc 1 students fresh off
College Algebra and Trigonometry a real disaster. Continuing on to Chapter 3. More of the same. First
Derivative Test has poor explanations that takes independent research to figure out. Numerous other similar
issues. Full of arcane proofs but almost zero simple explanations in plain english. Took me an hour to read
through chapter 3 and make my own flash cards. Had to use Dummies Guide and Calc. If I ever meet that guy
It gives you 4 points and 4 corresponding images to match, but one of the points is missing, which is needed in
order to complete the question. Had I not had a hard copy of the book, I would not have spotted this error, and
would have had a bad start to my Calculus 3 class. Also, the images show up poorly on the 6" Kindle, due to
the lack of a true zoom option for images. It would have been nice to actually be able to read the notations on
the images, as this is critical to learning the subject. If any more errors are found I will post. Errors should be
corrected. Does not encourage a thorough enough understanding. By Drewkas on Apr 21, As a instructor I
have a couple complaints: Discussion of exponential and logarithmic functions is delayed until after a
discussion of derivatives. Antidifferentiation formulas, specifically those for inverse trig functions, are put in
too general a form. This makes such formulas more difficult to remember and also more cryptic to the
students. It also reduces the invaluable practice students would get in reducing problems to their basic forms.
Overall the text is OK, but falls short in demanding a thorough understanding. It seems geared more towards
passing the test. I hope this helps! A good book for undergraduate Calculus. All in all I think this book was
pretty good through the year and a half run I had for calculus , and the last two-three years since then when I
have tutored the subjects. If you need a book with a TON of good exercise sets, this book works well. There
are times that notation or instructions seem a bit obfuscated, however infrequent it may be. Unfortunately, if
you are rusty or not on par with your algebra, many examples can seem painful to understand or navigate. This
is probably most troubling in the first couple of chapters, since solving most limits involve quite the few
algebra tricks. There should at least be a section devoted to an algebra review. One great pro about the book is
that there are plenty of guidelines and formula sheets found in it. The only other complaint that I have is the
price tag for the sectioned versions of the book. This is also an issue I have to question Hard to follow
By?????? Compared to some of my other math textbooks, this one is not very clear and does not provide
nearly enough examples to provide for different contingencies that pop up in the homework assignments. Each
section barely contains three or four stripped down examples of important concepts. I am confused and
annoyed
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Robert Hostetler Solutions. Student Study and Solutions Guide, Volume 1 10th Edition Ron (Ron Larson) Larson, Bruce
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